time:matters expands US domestic Sameday Air network




Number of stations for transports to major economic centers increased to 100
New airline partner Alaska Airlines®
Number of weekly frequencies rises to 50,000

Neu-Isenburg, September 30, 2020: Growth in North America continues: time:matters Americas,
Inc. has added eleven new airports to its US domestic Sameday Air network, thereby increasing
the number of available stations to 100. These complement its existing portfolio and offer
customers even more options and flexibility. At the same time, time:matters has increased the
number of cooperation airlines: Alaska Airlines® is now a new partner. This link-up takes the number
of weekly frequencies to 50,000.

Syracuse in the US state of New York, Greensboro in North Carolina and Laredo in Texas are just
some of the eleven new stations being offered by time:matters for the domestic transport of timecritical shipments. These will mainly be served by leading national carriers, such as American
Airlines® and United Airlines®. The increased number of airports means that customers will be able
to shorten distances to the nearest airport and optimize their supply chains depending on where
their production facilities are located. This will allow them to save valuable time that would
otherwise be required for pick-up and delivery.

With its now 100 stations for the domestic transport of time-critical shipments, time:matters is
offering a nationwide service with connections to all major economic centers in the US. Customers
benefit from the usual short handling and transit times of 45 minutes and upwards for shipments
weighing up to 90 kg/200lbs as well as higher loading priority compared with conventional express
freight. And, of course, they always have the option of having their shipments picked up directly
and delivered in person.

Shipments can be booked online. At the same time, customers with queries have access to an
experienced US team that looks after all steps along the transport chain. The US domestic
Sameday Air network and its expansion are of particular interest to companies operating in the
automotive, aviation and aerospace, and machinery and component sectors.

“Following the launch of our US domestic Sameday Air network with initially 89 stations, we are
continuously increasing the number of frequencies and stations,” stated Alexander Kohnen, CEO
of time:matters. “I am delighted that we are already in a position to present to our customers such

a large offering after just a short time. We are working constantly on expanding this. Further linkups will follow.”

Bookings & service:
USA and Canada: +1 888 4 FLY TMA / +1 888 435 9862
Mexico, Central & South America: +1 469 283 3397
americas@time-matters.com

About time:matters:
time:matters is the expert for time-critical express transports. Urgently needed spare parts, missing
production equipment, medical samples, dangerous goods and important documents are transported quickly
and reliably from A to B via air, rail and road and if required also personally accompanied via on board courier.
This is made possible by a global network with more than 500 courier partners and airlines. time:matters
generally has access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes. Besides
speed and reliability, providing an individual, flexible service is paramount. time:matters is available 365 days
a year, 24 hours a day, whenever customized logistics concepts are needed – for everything from ad-hoc
situations through to regular business. time:matters has achieved ISO 9001:2015 certification as well as ISO
14001:2015 environmental certification and compensates CO2 emissions of all airmates on board courier
transports. The company employs more than 330 people and operates its own terminals for express and
courier shipments at Frankfurt and Munich airport. By acquiring CB Customs Broker GmbH in 2018,
time:matters incorporated decades of customs clearance and cargo handling expertise. Services covering all
standard customs procedures including digital solutions for e-commerce customs clearance. CB Customs
Broker is an “Authorized Economic Operator” and has been AEO-C certified since 2013. time:matters GmbH
has been AEO certified since April 2019.
Further information and picture requests:
time:matters GmbH Public Relations Department
Katja Sondey
Gutenbergstraße 6
63263 Neu-Isenburg, Germany
Phone: +49 6102 / 36738-822 Fax: +49 6102 / 36738-899,
Web: www.time-matters.com, e-mail: presse@time-matters.com

24/7 booking and service:
Headquarters Germany: +49 69 9999 2079
Austria & Central Eastern Europe: +43 1 7007 33966
Benelux, France & UK: +31 88 777 9800
China; Macau (SAR), Hong Kong (SAR), Inner Mongolia & Taiwan: +86 21 8011 9484
Japan, Korea, Southeast Asia & South Asia: + 86 21 8011 9484
USA and Canada: +1 888 4 FLY TMA / +1 888 435 9862
Mexico, Central & South America: +1 469 283 3397

